Coolibar UPF 50+ Kids' Surfs Up Bucket Hat - Sun Protective
Review-2021

100% Polyester
Hook and Loop closure
UPF 50+ - blocks 98% of UV radiation
Aqua Juno fabric is supple, smooth and soft with all the intelligent features of our ground-breaking
Aqua Classic 4-way stretch fabric; Breathable, quick-dry UPF 50+ fabric is chlorine and saltwater
resistant, making it just right for water play
Hook and loop fastener tab for adjusting size of crown; Circumference - S/M (4-8) 21 inches; L/XL
(10-12) 22 inches
Protective 2 1/2 inch (S/M) or 2 3/4 inch (L/XL) brim shades eyes and face; Cold rinse after use,
Hand wash warm, line dry; Imported
Recommended UPF 50+ sun protection for all kids who are ready to splash in the waterKIDS
SURFS UP BUCKET HAT
Hereâ€™s a kidâ€™s SPF hat built for any waterfront activity, from wading to swimming to pool
play. Our Kidsâ€™ Surfs Up Bucket Hat is lightweight, super soft, fast drying and comfortable
enough to wear all day.
Durable and comfortable UPF 50+ protection made to stretch and respond to vigorous movement.
As long as light is visible in water, UV rays are penetrating through. Coolibar UV protective
swimwear is lightweight, 4-way stretch, chlorine- and saltwater- resistant.
OUR MISSION IS TO KEEP THE WORLD SAFE FROM SUN DAMAGE, PROTECT THOSE WITH
A SUN-RELATED MEDICAL CONDITION AND PREVENT EVERYONE ELSE FROM
DEVELOPING ONE.
We believe everyone deserves the right to an active, outdoor lifestyle in the sun, so we promise
Coolibar clothing and accessories are UPF 50+. Sun protection is our sole purpose. Thatâ€™s why
we custom design, produce and offer technically elegant styles in proprietary fabrics that block 98%
of UV rays.
As trusted experts in sun safety, we know the more you're covered, the more you're protected, and
the more you'll enjoy a carefree life outside. Weâ€™ll never compromise on protection. Weâ€™ll
never skimp on quality. Weâ€™ll always test our fabrics for UPF 50+ protection like your life
depends on it - because it does. Welcome to health, happiness, and Coolibar life in the sun. Review
2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price
comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

